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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION .. 
In speaking tD the Citizens Scho&l Committee in Chicago, 1948, Mlai 
Stevenson philosophised, tf"We do not follow in America the jungle doctrine 
of the survival of the so-called fittest; we follow rather, the doetrine of , 
fitting as many as pos.sible for survival." This statement is, in brief 
notation, an acknowledgment of the function of education in our American 
secondary schools. 
But the meaning of this function is the product of change. When the 
high school was founded, and for soll'le time after, education was supposed 
to give equal opportunities (i.e. an equal education) to every student. Now, 
however, we have come to reaU..e that 'tth.e function of the school in a 
democratic society is ... to provide for the maximum development of the 
individual in accordance with his capacities, needs, and interests. 11 !f 
Yet, even with this fine ideal, the more normal situation is the "school 
practice of planning programs for the average child and of giving aid to slow-
moving pupils in mastering those programs, while no special attention is 
given to the gifted groups ..• ". ~~ Hence, if Mr. Spears' statement is con.-
sidered acceptable as a definition of the function of American schools, then 
1.1 
2/ 
Harold Spears; The Hish School for Today, (American Book Co~, 
19 ~0 J p o 7 0 • . . ( . I • • 
Arch 0. Heck~ The Education of Exceptional Children, (McGraw-Hill), 
l'JMl'j"·p.l!;lJ~ 
• 
z 
we are certainly not practicing what we preach. 
What, then, are the implications of this philosophy with regard to 
the care of the gifted or talented child? Of primary importance is the 
fact that these students must be permitted to do work on a level 
commensurate with their superior abilities. Our ''culture medium is 
an environment which makes it possible for each child to reach the 
highest level of learning and accomplishment of which he is capable at 
each stage in his development. 11 ]) The schools must accommodate this 
nature of our society. Therefore, materials, methods, and teachers must 
be prepared to pave the way for that part of life's road the superior student 
must traverse while in school. 
Statement of the Problem 
It is with the preparation of these tools that this thesis is concerned. 
I propose to examine the general methods of solution that have been 
developed as aids to teaching the gifted or talented students and to present 
original applications of these methods within Mathematics classrooms. 
Scope of Problem 
Before discussing the gifted child himself, it is necessary to understand: 
1/ Paul Witty, The Gifted Child {The American Association for Gifted 
Children), (D. C. Heath and Co.), 1951, p.lZ. 
• 
• 
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" ..• that littl..e can. be written about the education of the gifted chftd:ren 
without drawing much from two outst...,nding psychologists, Professor Leta S. 
Hollingworth and Professnr Lewis 14• Terman·. 
Since their time an:d after World War ;a much has been written; however, 
in comparison to the voluminous accounts on other exceptional children there 
are very few scientific informaP,ve materials. Much of wQ.at has been 
written contai;ns almost the same food for thought that Professor Hollingworth 
and Terman had to offer. 11 ]) 
An exact definition of gift~ess in an individual is an academic 
question. As a problem it is bounded by definition and then by degree. As 
an example, Professor Hollingworth maintained that only students in the 
top 1 per cent in general intelligence of the population should be considered 
as gifted. 2/ Yet, "others, recognizing varying degrees of intelligence, 
state that 10 out of every 100 might .qualify for the gifted category provided 
they were given adequate opportunities for developing their special 
abilities. n 3/Arch 0. Heck defines giftedness in terms of high intelligence 
~ . ' 
quotients, saying that a special abUity is not a ~rerequisite to classifying 
• a student as gifted. 4/ I b~lieve the choice of definition should be left to 
the individual school or teacher but that some consideration should be 
given to every student with an I. Q •. of 120 or higher who has an aptitude 
and a desire to further hi.P:lself in mathematics. 
]) Mildred Deutch, A Study of the Reseat"ch Done on the Gifted ChUd 
durins and after World War U; ,{Bostoll. "O"Jdv~rsity School of Educati1m 
Servi(!e Paper, unpublished), 1953, p. 4"' 
Z/ Witty, o:p. cit., p. 49. · 
3/ Ibid. ' p. u. 
4/ Arch 0. Heck, op. cit., p. 389 . 
• 
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The book, nThe Gifted Child," spon-sored by the Anlerican Association 
for Gifted Children and edit~d by Paul Witty 1/ ·was ·a s~preme effort to 
centralize all the important infoi-mati&n that }las been accumulated in the 
United States. So that although Professors Terman and Hollingworth 
have created the scientific backbone to this wo:rk, I believe it necessary 
·to refer m()stly to Witty for the general information on the gifted child. 
The book is divided into sections each of which is devoted to the main 
strean1 of conslusions garnered from either the work of an individual 
(such as Professors Terman or Hollingworth) or from surveys in the 
pertinent literature. 
It is important to make one more statement before one discusses 
the identification and composite portraiture of the gifted child. The 
statement is that these children are not an army of e( + •s, o('s, or o(- 1s 
as created in Aldous Huxley's 11Brave New World, 11 but are individuals 
and must be treated as such. 
The service paper of Mildred Deutch 1./ lists 5 criteria for identifying 
gifted children. They are: 
111. teacher's opinion, 
Z. parent's opinion, 
3. age~grade status, 
4. achievement tests, 
5. intelligell.Ce tests, 11 
1/ Witty, op. cit. 
Z/ Deutch, op. cit., pp. 17, 18. 
1 
-
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with the uae of a compination considered superior to the use of a smgle one. 
Witty]:_/ would add other prof~ssi.on"'-1 workers to this .list. In truth, these 
instruments and people are the one.s we are dependent on to identify the 
gifted child. It is our society as a whole that is dependent on this 
identification because "'practica!ly every study of giftedness has revealed 
the great waste occasioned by the failure to identify and encourage 
individuals who might have made significant contributions to our society 
if they had been provided with opportunities to develop and use their 
gifts. 11 Z/ In substance, Arch 0. Heck !/ agrees with Witty in the 
conservation of genius . 
It is to Terman one should turn for the best composite portraiture that 
is available. Here he summarizes studiles of over 1500 gifted children: 
"First ~ i~ll, we have seen that despite many exceptions to the rule 
the typical gifted child is the produc.t of superior !>~rentage--superior not 
only in cultural and educational background but apparently also in heredity. 
As a result of the combined influence Of inheritance and environment, the 
typical member of our group is a slightly better physical specimen than 
the average child of the generality; the evidence obtained from the anthropometric 
measurem~ts, health histories, and medical examinations is unanimous a.."ld 
conclusive Oil. this point. 
Educa.tionaJ.ly, the average gi.fted child is accelerated in grade placement 
about 14 per cent of his age, but in mastery of the subject matter taught he 
is accelerated about 44 per cel:'lt of his age. The net result is that a majority 
of the :members of our group, during the elementary-school period, were 
kept at school tasks two or thre~ fu).l grades below the level of achievement 
they ha,9. already reached. In the earUer years, at least, the school appears 
to play only a minor role in the education o.t; ~e gifted child, for among those 
·of a given ag~ there is almost no correlation between achievement test scores 
and length of school attendance. 
1/ Witty, oe. cit., pp. 11, 16, 17. 
Z/ Ibid. J p. 12. 
3/ Heck, 0£· cit., p. 389. 
Notwithstanding this groes'neglect of :their .~cational needs, the, .-at. 
majority of gifted children like school ancJ. pr.~fer the hard subjects to 
the easy ones. 
The interests of gifted children are many-sided and spttntaneous. 
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They learn to read easily, read more and better books than the average 
child, and largely educate themselves. At the same time, they make 
numerous collections, engage in all kinds of childhood activities, and 
acquire far more knowledge Gf plays and games than the averase child 
of their years. Their preferences am eng plays, games, and amusements 
follow fairly closely the normal sex trends with regard to masculinity and 
feminity of interest, although gifted girls tend to be a little more masculine 
in their play life than average girls'. Perhaps the most significant thing 
about the play preferences of gifted chUdren is that they reveal a degree 
of interest maturity two or three years beycmci the age norm. On the 
Wyman Interest Teet, 90 per cent of the gifted subjects score above 
average of unselected children in intellectual interests and 84 per cent 
of them score above the average in social interests. In activity interests 
the gifted differ little from unselected children of the same age. 
A battery of seven character tests showed gifted children above average 
on every one. As compared with unS'elected ~hlldren they are less inclined 
to boast or to overstate the.ir knewledge; they are more trustworthy when 
under temptation to cheat; their reading preferences, character preferences, 
and social :attitudes are more wholesome; and they score higher in emotional 
stability. On totai score of the charaet~r tei!J.ts, the typical gifted child of 
nine years tests as high as the average child of twelve. 
Ratings on 25 traits by parents alUi teachers confirm the evidence from 
tests an,.d case histories. The proportitm of gifted subjects rated superior 
to unselected children of co.r.;reaponding age ~ 89 per cent for 4 intellectual 
traits, 8Z per cent for 4 volitional traits, 67 per cent for emotional traits, 
65 per cent for Z aesthetic traits, 64 per cent for 4 moral traits, 61 per cent 
for Z physical traits, and 57 per cent for 5 social t:r:aits. Only on one trait--
mechanical ingenuity:- -were they rated as low as unselected chUdren, and . 
th.is verdict is contradicted by the results -of mechanical aptitude tests. 
There are two facts which stand out clearly in the contposite portrait: 
{1) The deviation of the giited subjects from the generality is :ip. the upward 
directi&n. for nearly all traits. This is another way of sayblg that desirable 
traits tend to be positively rather than negatively ·.correlated. There is no 
law of ~OftlpeJ,t•a.tion wheJreby the ;.ntellectual sti.p'eri-ority" of the gifted is 
sure to 1)e offset by inferiorities along D;on:in,.tellectual lines. 
i 
(Z) The amotUlt of upward deviation is nOt the same in, aU traits. 11: is. 
greatest in those aspects of b~hivior most closely related to intelligence, 
such as originality, intellec:tualinterests, ap.d ability to score high in 
achievement tests. ;rn school achievement the superiority is greatest in 
the abstract subjects and least in penmanship, spelling, and routine 
arithmetickl computations. This unevenness is no greater in amount for 
gifted than for average .children, but it is different in direction; whereas 
the gifted are at their best in the 11thoughttt subjects, average children 
are at their best in subjects that make least demaads upon concept 
manipulation. 
The reader is cautioned, however, to bear in mind the limitations 
of composite portraiture. The method is useful in· calling attention to 
central tendencies and in providing a basis for generalization as a guide 
to educational practice, but it would be un£ort1Dl.ate if this emphasis shoUld 
lead one to overlook the wide range of variability within the gifted group 
on every trai.t we have stll;died. Gifted children do not fall into a single 
pattern, J:)ut into an infinite variety of patterns. One can find within the 
group individual exa.tnples of almost every type of personality defect, 
social maladjustment, behavior problem, and 'physical frallity; the only 
difference is that among gifted children the incidence of these deviations 
is, in varying degrees, lower than in th_e general population. 11 ]/ 
I! we are, as Mr. Adlai Stevenson said, " •.• to fit as many as 
possible for survival., u where then does t~e responsibility rest? It 
is immediately apparent that three agencies~ close to. the gifted child's 
person, must be mentioned. They are: 
1. Teacher 
Z. School Administration 
3. Community. 
About the teacher, the most ~portant in this scheme, I shall say 
' . ~. . . '. . 
the least 'because I believe the facts are common .knowledge. It is 
1/ Lewis M. Terman, Genetic $tud.iea of Genius VolUm.e IVt The Gifted 
Child Grows Up, Stanford, California, {St&Jibrd University Press), 
1947, pp. 55-Si. 
:I, 
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desired that the t~a;cher 'be a *!gG&d teacher" as that term is define4l;n 
most books in educatiOn.. It. is not desired that our solutions should 
' r .~ 
add another huge burden tothe te.aching laad already taxed. It is 
desired, however, that the t~A-cher reali:ze the greaiter extent o£ in-
formation and insight the gifted student n1.ay have into various study 
problems· than the teacher himself can have. This ability is absolutely 
n~cessa~y .for th,e t~(:her t1) function in c1m~aet with gifted ehild,ren. ,!/ 
Arch 0. Heck, as I have said, points out that while we preach equal 
oppoJ:"tunities for all, the ''schoo~ practice of pl~g programs for the 
average child and of giving aid to the slew-moving pupils in mastering 
. . ' 
thos(! programs, while no special attention is given to the gifted group, 
is evidenc~of.1our f~ure tocoperate upon th~ basis of this principle. 11 !:./ 
Here is the core of the resp?UsiPU.ity that falls in the lap of school 
administrators. They must recopi:ze the p_roblet:n and.p:t-omulgate a 
soluti~ tl:lr(!)ughout the school system. A concerted progr,am needs to 
be developed within each sehool system. The methods of solution open 
to school administratio:ns will be discus•ed later. But random action 
mu~t give 11Nty~,to planned progra.t;~s decided on by ~Jchool administrations~ 
By random action I mean no set plan withip. a school system so that the 
work with gifted chi,Jdren is left to the ability a:nd initiati vo of the 
individual teacl;J,~r. 
J:.l Witty, 5?· cit., p. 63. . 
Z/ Heck, op. cit., p. 390. 
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That the commUnity itself should he aware of the problem(s) of the 
. . 
gifted chUd is important. "The attitudes of a comtnunity are varied;: they 
are favorable to talent and unfavorable. '1 1/ l'he Gifted ChUd 2/ 
- -
summarizes in detail the need of community recognition of the problem and 
some plans decided upon within cities thr&ughout the country. The gist 
of this chapter can be explained with an analogy. Li:e, in'any form, 
exists only in a culture or medium which is favorable to it. growth~ So 
it is with the gifted child. That community which will recognize 
giftedness or talents and create plans to develop and use these abilities 
becomes the culture wherein the gifted Will receive their sustenance. As 
tta boy .in a slum area aspires to be a gang leader because of community 
e approval of a notorious racket.eer .•• " 3 I so can the gifted child be 
prompted by positive attitudes within the community. 
]J Witty, op •. cit~, p. 166. 
2/ Ibid, pp. 163-184. 
]./ Witty~ !'.P· cit., p. 166 
r , 
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To summarize: 
1. Our culture needs to conserve the abilities of the gifted for its 
-· ' ' 
-own regeneration and progress .• 
z. It should be the fun~tion of our scb?ol systems to provide the 
prope;t> education for the gi(ted child. 
3. A-definition of giftedness is :ri'bt exaet. B~t some b~sis can be 
" ". '· ... 
established~ with modification us~d: as nece-ssary. 
4. Terman's statistical studies im.ply that the ordinary school or 
classroom ought not to suffice for complete and best adjustment of 
', ;. 
gifted students • 
I 
5. The teacher, school admbtistrationi and ·communky p?sitions 
; 
s eern interdependent and ought to work;!rom a ~or.nmon plrllosophy to 
a common goal. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS LITERATURE: METHODS OF SOLUTION 
A lecture by Dr. Henry Syer (Boston University School of Education) 
suggested the fohowing outline for the methods of solutions to the 
. 
problem of caring for gifted children. The methods would occur: 
1. Within the classroom 
z. Within the school 
3. Within the community 
4. Outside the community. 
Before I continue, let me interject that it is not the purpose of this 
section or of this thesis to digress into dissertations on the relative 
merits or defects of each method. I intend only to mention the methods 
(they have been put into practice for the most part) and to present 
. ' 
practical, original projects for those methods that can be so exemplified 
in this thesis. 
Within the Classroom 
The care of gifted children within the classroom is a matter of 
enrichment of the course material. "Such programs at their best can 
be very helpful. Unfortunately the so-called enrichment often amounts 
to little more than a quantitative increase of work on the usuallevel."];../ 
1/ Witty, op. cit., p. 4Z 
lZ 
One must define enrichment as a qualitative increase in school work t~ 
have a practical solution,that is, mor~ topics rather than more problems 
for one topic. 
A review of the literature shows that enrichment of course material 
' . 
in mathematics classroorol!r takes- the form o! projects used in con-
junction or in addition to class w.ork. Frances A. Mullen 1/ suggests 
. . -
the use of a file syste;O for the stora,ge 0! enrichment materials. The 
students use the file for reference material and are encouraged to add 
to it whenever ·possible. The groul:'ings in this fll.e system seem self-
explanatory as to content and to U.ter use: "1. Biographies; 2. Other 
historical notes; J. Plul. des; 4. Other ltec:reations; s. Pictures; 
;- ·'"' -
6. Plays; 7. Club programs; 8. Humor:; 9. Importance--general; 
10. Relation to other. field•." · 2/ A dipping file could be used and 
maintained from which general topj.cs wculd be developed for bulletin 
board .posters. 3/ These ar~ examples of how teachers would store material. 
- ' . . 
But the project itself was clearly defined by Charles A. Stone 4/ 
as "the undertaking of an i:Q,vestigatio~ which aims to train the student 
in the higher atudy capacities, that is, particularly in the ability to use 
1/ France$ A. Mu11en, "Fugitive Material", The Mathematics Teacher, 
31 {May, 1938') pp. 205 .. Z.08. 
2/ Frances A. Mullen, ibid., p. 206. 
3/ G. P. C.Qot)Jl, "The BW!etin. Board as a Teaching Aid", School Science 
- and }t.ia.tb.fn'natics., .Z8 (Nov., 19Z8), pp. 867-873. 
4/ Charles A. Stone, "The SuPPlementary Project in Mathematics••, 
School &.!:ience and Mathematics-, 24 (Dee., 1924), p. 906. 
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!=Juch resources. as the library and bodies of ~co:tnpiled material." 
The work-product of any pr:Oject can be easily visualized if we remember 
that "young learners are creatut"es of se~se and emotion quite as much 
as of intellect. They like to make things, to' look at them, and to have 
them admired. They like to talk as well as to think. They like to know 
about people who have worked and contributed as well as to understand 
their intellectual achievements. They want to know meanings as well 
as facts. They want to see things whole and in ~heir natural settings. "1/ 
And there have been varied attempts to enrich mathematics courses 
through projects. lda Mae Heard!:_/ restyled the decor of her classroom 
through .,tu,dent work and projects. Students have competed in making 
_mathematical exhibits that we:re displ~yed for three mon,th periods in 
the Adle.r Planetarium, Chicago 11 . The~e is, in an issue of School 
Sci~nce and Mathematics._.,, a gen.erU outline and description of a play 
as it was performed and as it coU;ld be per£ormecl. 
' . . . . 
Yet, projects of the above types are probably the exception rather 
than the general rule. "I:t is true that we ma..y not be able to get more 
. ' : 
than a thoro:qghly good and well done compos:ition. from some pupils. 
'• 
These, however, are acceptable if th,e students grow out of this type of 
1/ Walte:rH .. CaJ."nall.an, "Enrichment of Mathematics Teaching", 
Thtf Mathematics Teaeher. 4.a(January. 194~), p.l4. 
Z./ Ida Mae H'eard, "Vitalizing Ma:thematies through Classr.,om 
- Atmosphere, The Mathematics Teacher, 35(December, 194Z), 
pp. 365-368. 
3/ William C. Kra,.thwohl., nosing and·PJ"eparing a Mathematics 
Exhibit", School Science and Mathe~atics, 3~November, 193~). 
pp.70Z.-70 
4/ "Flatland--A Mathe~tics Play", School Science and Mathematics, 
14(0ctober, 1914), pp. 583-587. 
14 
activity and progress,· and as they grow older tl:Leir papers represent 
real investigat~on,s rather than deJcriptive accounts of the things they 
have read". 1/ 
. -
Nevertheless, after projects have been attempted, the literature 
shows a satisfaction with the work done, an enthusiasm to continue and 
c . 
some criticis:rns to benefit those teachers who have n,ot yet used 
supplementary material of this type. A geot;netry class made a film-
strip ~/. Here is the teacher 1 s comment: 
'*The educational value of a project such as this is obvious to any 
experiell.eed teac;her. Not only 414 we produce a !ibn strip which 
has become a va.l.uable addition to our own libraJ;"y at very little 
cost, bUt we took geometry~- of the cl~sroom ... To realize 
fully the enthusiasm of a class for this sort of thing, one must try 
su,.ch a project for himseU and watcll, CIJl,d lj.sten to the reactions of 
the class. u 3/ . 
Just the p~oblem of building a o:p.e gal.lon container has given students 
varied experiences in lea.+ning' mathematics'. '-'4/ 
"Mathem.a.tical contests are, also, valuable in developing exceptional 
mathematical ability. Contests in the classroom~ contests between 
classes a.nd school contests are equally exciting. tt5/ 
When a mathematics department pre;Pared an exhib.it, the woJ."k was 
summarized as follows: 
1/ Charles A. Stone, op. cit. , p~ 907. 
Z/ Dorothy Roberts, "A GeometryClass ~"a Filmstrip", 
- Educatiqnal. Screen, Z8(SepteUiber, 194«]), pp. 303-304. 
3 I Dorothy fioberts, ibid~ ; p. 304 
4/ Harri~ E. Glazier, "Resourcefulness in Teaching the New 
Arithtneticn, School Science and Mathematics, 40(0ctober, 1940), 
pp. 777-779.. . ·_, , 
~/Lillian Moore, "The ChaUanse Qf. tll,e :Brigllt Pu.pU", The 
Mathematics Teacher, 34(Ap:ril, 1941), p.l56. 
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"lt is clear, that a successful exhibit .reqUires pla.nn.ing ·8.1¢ preparation 
weU in a.~ce of the exhibtt·date. Mueh !earning takes .place in 
both th1:>se pliplls c0l1sidered. ex~ellent ia math:e:ma:tica and those 
considered ponr •.. AJl n.- theh- pi:Ojeets wi.th their teach.eTs and 
are alJ,oWed to participate ac~v•ly in caJ:rying them out. ResponsibUity 
was ae~epted by the students for their •hare tJt the work as lrin:g as 
they felt they had the authority to go ahead ott theh ()Wn: and the self 
asaura:nee that the exhtbit was 'their' ecxhilrl.t." 1/ 
" ' ' ' 
Now, having r-un the gamut of eX&mplea of projects that involve 
mald:n.g ~r domg besides reading al:ld writing, o.rle ought to note that 
"the teacher wh:Q puts into .ufect a p:rogra;m of enrichmeut of mathematics 
'teaching may have the experience of finding that pupils become fascinated 
by the enrichment experiences and fail to transfer this interest to the 
mastery of the principles and teehniques of arithmetic, algebra or 
geometry. It iS by no means the easiest fl111ctio:n of enriched mathematics 
teaching to make it function as a true educati~ experience ••• " Z}/ 
Sinc::=e w-ritten and oral reports (Or FD.jects) are more common to 
our claasrooma, they will 110t be dietc~aed in this thesis. 
We have :now se~ that varied ideas have been u.Bed to enrich 
mathematics courses with projects. However, it muat be realized, that 
almost all 6£ the preceding ·comments were fr1>m publications that were 
aimed at stud.~ts in gen.eral. · It was the geneTal impUcaticm. that each 
.·, 
1/ Myr~ F. ltosskopf and Gay~~d c ... M~gt:J11:llet"y, ., •. Department of 
Mathematfcs Prepa.res,an''E~bit", ·~e Math~at'ics Teacher, 
4Z(AprU, 1949)~ p.l<Jl.," .. 
Z/ WalteTH~ Carnahan., op. cit~, p.lS 
student would produce according to· his or her abUity whereby the 
gifted student produced more, absorbed more and was, therefore, 
cared for through projects. Charles A. Stone described the situation 
in this way: 
"As the project looms up before the student he moves forward 
or grows in g:rappling with the materi,al. T)u'Ough the project the 
pupil relates hiniself to the knowledge that is nQt a part of himself, 
but ~ow ledge tha,t iiJ within his ;reacJ:\. · Jle~ plunges out so- to speak, 
into a world different from his own and ~e~s with valuable 
experiences. These e~rienees become a part of him and he is 
now better equipped for more complex interpretations. it is 
through this xneth,o'd of growth that he develops., and if sufficient 
material properly related to his world· is furnished, a~d if he is 
keenly interest~d. rapid grO'Wth is b.tevitable. "]:_/ 
To Su.nu:mt.rize: 
1. ~thensatics courses have been ~,can be em:olched through 
projects. 
2. ':t'hese projects by and of theirnatui-e ~re and lead to various 
educa~()na,]. expe.riences. that .<::an ~ us eel to benefit and help learning 
' in any student. 
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It is the thesis of this write·r that project enrichment of Ma.them.attcs 
cou:rses can a.Jld should be purposely designed tQ Ci,Ccomodate the gifted 
or superior student as prev:l9usly defineq. · The-re will follow later in 
this thesis a series of just such projects ·.designed so as to: 
]J Charles A. St,Qh.e, op. cit. , pp. 906-907. 
1. Give the student a general topic for research; 
2. Give the student general ideas for the organization and 
presentation of the material he gathers; 
3. Give the teacher ideas for projects to enrich courses--for 
gifted children. 
Within the School 
"There are three main types of school organization that function 
today in the effort to educate the intellectually gifted children of the 
United States. These types of 'Administrative Devices' are: 
1. Accele;ration 
2. Segregation 
3. Enrichment." 1/ 
1. Acceleration 
With regard to acceleration Witty 2 /says that: 
"at one extreme is the opinion that the gifted child should be given 
17 
a grade placement corresponding to his mental age; at the other extreme 
are those wbo would base promotions on the calendar without regard to 
mental ability ... No universal rule can be laid down governing the amount 
of acceleration that is desirable. It is our opinion that nearly all 
children of 135 I. Q. or higher should be promoted sufficiently to permit 
college entra.Jlce by the age of 17 at least, and that a majority in this 
group would be better off to enter at 16. n 
Mildred Deutsch 3/ claims that acceleration is the "easiest" and 
"cheapest" program. "First: No different curriculum is needed. 
Second: the children able to accelerate save (1) time in years going 
to school and (2) frustration due to work that is not challenging." 
2. Segregation 
"The ... program of the special class equalizes the gifted 
child's opportunities by recognizing and encouraging his particular 
abilities in the same way that the physically or mentally handicapped 
1/ Deutsch, op. cit. , p. 31 
2/.Witty, op. cit. , pp. 42-44. 
3/ Deutsch, OE· cit., pp. 37-38 
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child is enabled, through sp~cial education, to make the maJdm.mn use 
of his capacities. Special provision for the gifted child, then, is 
democratic in that it affords opportUnity for the distinctive capacities 
equal to that which is now afferded ehU<Uen of average and low ability. "1/ 
Yet, concerning segregation, there is the contradicting philosophy 
of some educators who assert "that recourse to special classes is 
undemocratic, since this pra~tice engenders and encourages class 
distinction. "' Z I 
Plans for segregating the superior students into special classes 
have been put into effect. "Wellesley Senior High School has accepted 
the invitation to join with forty-nine other public and private schools 
throughout the country to take part in the second year of the experiment 
known as 'The School and College Study for Adm.ission with Advanced 
Standing. 1 Last year eighteen secondary schools participated." ll 
It is the intention of this plan to have ,the superior students 
work for achievement beyond the \eve! J;"eq.ui~d for highschool graduation. 
Twelve colleges (M. LT. • Bowdoin, Br~. Carleton, Haverford, Kenyon, 
Middlepury, Oberlin, Swathmore, Wabash, .Wesleyan, Williams) will 
extend college-credit for the successful completion of these courses 
of study. The newness of tb.e plan has not p-ermitted sCientific investigation 
of its accomplishments. 
Since 19 3Z, the University of Buffalo has offered the rtanticipatory 
1/ Marian Scheifele, The Gifted Child in the Regular ClassrO()m, 
- Bureau of !1lblications, Teachers CoUege; Columbia University, 
1953. pp. 44-45. . 
Z/ Witty, op. cit., p. 205 
J/ 11Wellesley High School Joins !'Advanced Study' Plan", Your Schools, 
- (Wellesley Public Schools, Wellesley, Mass.), 9(0ctober, 1954), p; Z. 
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college-credit examinations 11 • This test is an attempt to give college-
credit for extra courses students have taken in high school, more 11than was 
necessary for graduation11 and 11 in fields both in high school and college, such 
as trigonometry or a foreign language." The plan has helped shorten the time 
spent in college and has avoided repetition of courses.]) 
These plans seem best interpreted through this analogy. Consider the 
knowledge of mathematics we teach in high school and college as the trunk 
of a tree. Then by segregating the gifted students into special classes we 
mean to have them climb a bit higher into the trunk while in high school. 
B;ut by enriching course material we would have these students edge their 
.way on the branches of the tree into the ramifications of mathematics. I 
believe the following sketch illustrates this analogy: 
HIGH SCHOOL MATH 
COLLEGE MATH 
MATERIAL COVERED IN 
SEGREGATED CLASSES 
't.: MATERIAL COVERED 
THROUGH ENRICHMENT 
1/ EdwardS. Jones and Gloria K. Ortner, 11Advanced Standing for 
Superior Students", NEA Journal, {February, 1954), p. 107. 
z.o 
3 • Enrichment 
Then: 
"enrichment of the curriculum for gifted children is accomplished 
by providing a greater variety of ~ctivities and materials, more independent 
study along lines of special interests as well as group study of a broad unit 
of experience, and greater opportunity for creative expl:lession. '' ];./ 
This enrichment has manifested itself in Mathematics Clubs and Work 
Rooms (or Laboratories). The first :Mathematics Club was organized 
just after the beginning or" this century. Z/ The purpose of such clubs 
. - . 
has been to "allow the pupil to explbre and to discover for himself the 
many interesting and worthwhile pleas'\].res that are to be found there'~~_/ 
Only students with some mathematical abili,ty have been permitted to 
join thetJe clubs. 4/ 
.Abou.t the same time the Mathem1!Ltics Club was first commented tXJl 
in the literature, one find~:J articles concerning the Mathematics Laboratory. 
··~· 
It is the intent of this 'type of instru~ti6n that experiments, observatione, 
and constructions shall complement the ~xt.o . The Eighteenth Yearbook 
of the National Council of T.eachers of MC\th~ma~~s, Multi-Sensory 
Aids hl the Teaching of Mathematics 'contaiD.e·:an excellent annotated 
4 
bibliography on this topic. ~./ But her\' is the report we should note 
at this point: 
"l'n an effort to aroufiJe that very desirable, though elusive, quality 
of initiativ~, we organized what we call The Mathematics Work Room 
1/ 
Z/ 
3/ 
4/ 
5/ 
Marian Scheifele, Of· cit., p. 41. 
Beula}l. I. Shoesmith, ••Ma~em.atics Clubs in Secondary Schools", 
School Science and :Mathematics, 16{:rebrpa.ry, 1916), p. 107. 
Zulu ~ed, "High School Math~matics Clubs", The Mathematics 
Teacher, l8(0ctober, 19Z5), p. 34.1.. 
Samud I. Jones, Mathematical Clubs and Recreations, Kingsport 
Pres•, 1940, pp. 4-5. · 
National CouncU of Teachers. of Mathematics, Multi-Sensory Aids in the 
Teaching of Mathematics, {Eighteenth Yearbook), 1945, pp. 4Z.8-431. · 
,4 . 
''.:::-
. ~ ._; 
in our senior high l!lcl:tool. Th~ proj'~:t ~as been fairly suecessful in 
attaining this result~ and l;aeide:qtany mal:J_y others. Pr~vision is made 
here for ind.~wiciual differeaees. :. Fo:r'i:ntPUs ·u£·. lUlusual talent, materials 
'that stimulate unusual qualities Qf i,m.ag:i,na.tion, odg~ality, and iri.itl,ative 
are availa~le; for others,. a ~upply of Jn&t~:rial. that offers a real challenge 
is supplled. In this roon:i the student ~~~~c~s his own projects, thus 
fostering the acquisition of .an attitude of inquiry. ·workini in groups as 
they so often do, the proper sDC:ia,J ~al;tits a:r;~ formed. Here too, a 
functional: knowledge of the, use rof instruments is gained. The pupils 
enjoy the application of principles learned, &Jld derive much satisfaction 
from exploring, experimenting, ~performing tasks not assigned by 
the teacher." 1/ 
'. 
' 
For both the Mathematics elub and l,.aboratory there have been many 
. - (•, 
suggest~ous :for projects. Zulu ~~.ed _!/ has. compiled a biblio~raphy for 
contests, mathematic's history, recreations, stories, plays, games, etc. 
Added to a bibliography, Ruth HQag ~/ presents ideas for projects such 
as a mathematical scrapbook which "may be undertaken by each individual 
for his own use, or 'J:)e prepared by the club to be placed fina.liy in the 
schoollibrary.4/ Marjory~East 2,/has •qggested that "children can make 
their own 'financial dictionary' by ~pp~g phrases and sentences from 
1/ Jessie R.oseUe Smith, "A Mathematics lror~room for the Senior High 
- Schotfl.", The Mathematics Teacher, 38(March, 1945), p. 1Z6. 
!:J zufu R.eed~ 0-p. elt., pp.34l,""'36Z: •. · 
11 Ruth Hoag, ."Source,s a£ P~ogram Mate~ial and Some Types of 
Program Work Whieh Milhi be 'C1.1J;~~r~~ by High School 
Mathematics Club~i", The Mathematics Teacher, Z4 {December, 
1931), pp. 49Z-50Z. 
4/ Hoag, ibid., p .• 49Z 
S/ Marjory East, Dis}'J'lay fOr Learning, (Dreyde,n Press), 195Z, p.l40. 
3Z 
magazines and ne-wspapers." And one ought Jl.Ot to forget that "model 
maki.r).g is a valuable teaching aid in that it IULtisfies some of the 
fundamental desires of childhood and assists, ·children to visualize.".]/ 
The present writer feels that.he should comment on the apparent 
interchange of ideas fo_r projects between classroom and curricular 
enrichment material. lt seems dear from the literature tlltt :those 
teachers or mathematics departments who· ~with a desire to help the;:; 
gifted student- -have n1lt been a'hte or willing to bring enrichtnent 
material into the classroom, have created clubs, courses and special 
activities that tea<! to offer the stuctents; the:se enriched experiences. 
Within and Outside the ,CommunitY 
As I have said before, the attitude .~f th;e cqmmunity can be the 
motivating force behind ml.'Ch of the w~rk with .gifted children. On 
the city or state level tour's .f;t i,nduetr.ies and businesses can add 
to the 'background of every pttpil--not just the gifted• Marian 
Scheifele f:../ presents a list~ ge-,ecra:l·•c~Vities. She includes material 
such as visits to museums, discusrion opportunities, hobbies and 
collections and many others. It co'Qld be possible, in. a co-operative 
atmosphere to find work for these people--either for experience and/or 
as a financial aid. 
]:./ Will~ C. Krathwohl, op. cit., p. 706. 
2/ Marian Scheifele, op. cit., pp. 71-72.. 
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Special schools, such as the one started by Professor Leta S. 
• Hollingworth at Public School 500, Speyer School, ]:_/ (in operation 
for only five years before closed) can be created. But a school 
of this sort needs a concentration of gifted children within a set area. 
Since some 600, 000 gifted students must be cared for within our school 
systems, and since about one half live in such small conuttunities so 
that the high school population numbers less than 500 2/, this method 
cannot be a general solution. Moreover, 
"It is safe ... to say that even with twice the amount of money now 
available for high school support, no school unit of less than 500 students 
can offer the enriched and flexible program required by the varying 
interests and abilities of its students, not to mention the enrichmep.t 
called for to meet the needs of gifted boys and girls.'' !.._/ 
However, as the com.m.unity can tax itself to support high school, 
• ought_not a community to absorb the cost of sending gifted or talented 
students to special schools in other localities if the community itself 
• 
cannot caxe for his cornplete educational growth? 
Positive attitudes within a community would tend to create better 
library facilities, educational museums, and community projects- -all of 
which help to develop latent talent an.d to apply giftedness that has been 
discovered. But, "in every community, whatever its size, resourcesf'or 
enrichment are available. All of them should be utilized to the maximum. "4/ 
1/ Leta S. Hollingworth, 11 An. Enrichment Curriculum for Rapid Learners at 
Public School 500, Speyer School, 11 Teachers College Record, Vol. 3~ 
January, 1938. 
2/ Witty, op. cit., pp. 2ll-212. 
3/ Ibid. , p. 121. 
4/ Marian Scheifele, op. cit., p75 . 
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CHAPTER III .. 
Justification 
The need for these projects can be easily: realized from a 
review of published literature. Although the use of the projects 
is suggested, the only specific ref.erences for ttlaterials are lists 
of titles. A recent publication by the Teacher-s College of Columbia 
University expressed this same c,onclusion--that descriptions of 
these projects have not appeared in professiQnalliterature y. 
·The present writer has no, shown the precedent of using projects 
and here presents original ones. 
Procedure 
The curriculum material presented in the Fifteenth Yearbook 
of the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics is the basis 
of work covered by the pr()jects. The chart on the following page 
shows that the projects are dass.ified first by grade level and then by 
mathematical content of the course. Omissions in the chart mean that 
there is no formal course work in the area. 
l/ Marian Scheifele, op. eit. 1 p.41 
ZS. 
Classification of Project~ 
a. ARITHMETIC h. GEOMETRY (:. ALGEBRA d .. TRIGONOMETRY 
G 7 A History of .nesiRJ,ng a . The Value 
R lln,its of House o!Pi 
A Measurement 
D 
E 8 Other Number Tbjngs We A Deck of 
System~ Plan and Algebra 
Bujl.d Pl:'oblem 
Cards 
9 Vocations that Pictures to Mod.els Tables Not of 
Need Show for .. Wood 
Mathematics Geometric Algebra 
Ideas 
10 Arithmetic Flatland .Aljebra · and A Resource 
and College Project 
Ci~ation Mathematics 
11 A Survey Cross~word Surveying 
Puzzles -::f." Instruments 
")' 
lZ The Slide T. c.Mits ··Men::· of Applied 
Rule Wa~em~cs Problems in 
Trigonometry 
The projects were developed with the fcllowin~ in mind: 
1. To have studentS .read the entire· project before beginning work; 
Z. To have teachers provide filing space for material; 
3. To offer little or no reference to specific reference sources so 
·. ' .' :~ . ._ 
that available material would be. used; 
4, To. pre,s ent interrelating 3.l'JdJ or inteJ'C:Olu.u~c:~g work; 
5. To present work that can be continued by later individuals 
and groups. 
The above are not explicit in. each project hut rather in the entire 
set. The projects are not ~a.lU to be a complete selection, but are 
varied, enough to suggest the many possibiHtte·$ afforded teachers to 
enrich classroom work for gifted ·tll:.ddents. 
. .. ··:·· 
2.6 •.. 
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?a. A HISTOltY OF UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 
If you wel"e asked·· to mea.S:lU'e the·length of this line 
----------~~--------
you would probably say that it is Z inche~ long. DJd you know that a 
student i,n ~arithmetic class ht.' Fr~ee w.oul<i say the.1ine was 3. 08 
centimeters long? Do y.ou kno.w-'"What. a centimeter is? Have you heard 
of the .Metric System.? 
The -.hove questions-:--and many othe.rs..,~c.an. be ans.wered by a study 
of the Units of :Measur.ement in the Mettle System. You can easily 
justify this study by find~ ()Ut how Jn3.RY of the p~ople in the world use 
this system fo"::r computatiqns rathe,; than the Ellglish System with which 
you are familiar. 
Your main interest i:n: this topic should "be chan:neled into two streams 
of thf)ught: 1. What is th$ Metric Syste:Q:1? :a.ad. Z. Why use the Metric 
System? 
Sugsestions: 
Individual Work 
A repo~t en ei'(;her of the abQve two questions would be g:ood reference 
material" f~r .other stu.deJt,ts. The 1:0pies a;e worthy of presentation to 
either your el.ass or to the s.chool' s Mathematics Sub. 
Interview people whQse work requires computations. Find out -if any1 
us:e the Metric System. 
A m.o~l.ru}.er should be buUt with the Metric Units. Use the ruler 
as you would your regular One. &ve Qther peOple use it. Discuss y~r 
react~o~. 
W Qrk Qut sQme probl-eJD;s that re~uire s()lD.e meas~l"'enrent (with 
rulers) and C()Illputation:s --but do tJ:te work usin8 _the Metric System. 
'. '·",' .. ' . ·.· .·. 
All of the .above activities should .'be inCluded .in your repOrt. 
Group Work 
"Resolved- -the United States should adopt the metric system. of 
~ ,. ' . 
measurement for weight, vc;>lurne, ).eng~ and: tetixperaturett should 
prove to be an interesting panel discuss ion or debate. 
' ~ 
Make a set of rulers with metric units fOr yo1,1r group so that 
each member can have the O-pportunitY of performing calculations in 
the metric system. A small ruler could be built and given to each 
za 
person in the audience for your' debate. The audience could then more 
easily follow the debate UJ.d calculations d~signed to help explain the 
system. 
Plan a vi.sit to an office (probably where some scientific work is 
being carried on) to see how, where and ~hy people are using :the 
metric systeEn. 
Prepare a report of your activities with regard to what the group 
has done and what other groups could do. 
Z9 
· Have you .evEn: thought how houses al:'e designed? Many people 
who build homes take their ownideas and scale drawings to architects 
and contrac~ors h;efore construction is starte·d.. You ·probably do not 
want to build a house n;ow ~ but y<>11 ean have the pleasure of planning one. 
Why not :make a set of floor plane for your ideal house? How many 
. . 
rooms would. you cOnsider ideal? How ~d:thay be arranged? What 
other considerations must be made by the p).anner. 
Here is your opportunity. Decide the factOr$ you m:ust consider--
then draw scale fioor plans :(or your ideal house. 
Suggestions: 
Individual work 
For a two-penny post..;card sample fioor plans ca.n, be obtained in a 
pamph1et published by Weyerhaeuse,r Sale.s Company, Newarli;.,New Jersey. 
This compa~y sells prefabrica.t.ec[h~-e.s and t.lle pam;phlet describes these 
houa.es. You can get a gene·ral idea¢ things tha.t ought to be considered 
from. their plans. 
Watch out !or the overall d~en$'i.cO~.of the house you plan. Make sure 
your plans are within r~s~ and pxctcticHity. 
Group work 
lf several. people plan houses, .a.s describe({ al:Jove, there are certain 
to be ideas and features that one would llke to include in QJtQ"1s own sketch. 
·.:-·· 
'·--,'' 
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' ' ' ' ' 
A group diseu.ssio~ at a Math~iH~ Club ;meeting--or a private session-- . 
should help bring :th-e ~ri,ta,. alJ;d de1!l~n·~·- of> td~s into clearer 
perspective. 
The group <:QUld pl.~ a field~~-~ a:n. ~ehJ.teet's office. (Why not 
plan the trip for the whole cla.ss?) ··'·Shov(t:h't! ar~itect your co'mpleted 
house plans. He could appraise th~ Jiractidality of your ideas. 
If a contractor is building< a.ltoou.se in your area~ th.e group should 
visit the construction site::. Here~ grci.up ~s the advantage of seeing 
the plans and the .house itself being built from the drawings. You might 
,/ 
then better understand r~sons for including o.r excluding features that 
seem desirable in yOUJ," sketches. 
B.efore a group .makes a field ~rip be sure tC) outline the things you 
want to see. be. certain the architect or contractor is wiUi:D.g and can 
show you what is deaired, and plan with the school for time to make the 
trip. 
A report qn the field trip could·~ printed- ':'on a mimeograph machine--
together with the final plans ea.ch member ~ yo~ gro\lp has decided on 
as his 'tide.a;l•t ·home. The s~peled pamphlet would then be a record 
of the groupts work to themselves- imd tf) the whole class. 
7c: THE VALUE OF Pl 
We often ~cept certain. r:elationships.as being true without having 
seen a formal proof. Sometimes this is. necessary in mathematics 
when the pr.oo£ is beyond OUl' e~~h~nSion. aut there are times 
when sim-ple experiments will show ~t r.ela.ttonship$ are true- -that 
is as true .as our senses and inst~enta .can tell. 
For example, we accept the relationship of c=• I) without formal 
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proqf. Yet, there ie a elm.:ple expedment that can. inductiv-ely approxhnate. 
the value of Pi. 
For this project you are t~ perfo~ experitne~ta or otherwise 
explain how one can approximate the- value of ·Pl,. • 
. ·· Sussestions: 
Individual :Work 
C\lt di;fferen.t sized circles fron:i cardbQard. Measure the circumference 
and diameter of each. Record the ratio o£ C/D for each case. What 
seems to be the answer in each situation? Does ~e answer seem to be 
a constant? Write a short:. :.re~rt explaining what yo\1 have done and 
interpreting your results. 
Prepue· • talk on the "Hl$toa-y·ot:Pi". for y-Our ela~s ·or fo:r the 
Mathema,.tie$ Club. 
Make a poster with three or .fou,r discs so that your classmates can 
also measure the circles and their diameters and compute an approxilna.te 
value for Pi. 
: Grou:R Work 
Prepare a radip script--a hi1Jto;rical.news broa;:dcast--traci;ng the 
history of Pi. Let .the actor• depict people OJ;'. m:athema.ticians from 
the places and eras where valnea.for ·Piv!&r~ deterz,:nined and. used. 
3-Z 
Build a collection of w~det).,4).sks that can be ''used in:. the experiment 
described above in Individu.al Work. Give them· to your teacher or 
Set up an. .exJrl.bit table vrith the 'dfacs.• Let'the obserYers compute 
- . . 
,·_ . . _-··· _·'. 
Pi after the necessary measuJ;".e1n:ents. Then prepare a brief report 
explaining the results of the data dle~group has obtained. 
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Sa: OTH~R NUMJlER SYSTEMS 
Can 1 +:1 = 10? It coU,:Cl, 'if ~,,,said that 10 =: 1 x 2 + 0 instead of 
10 = 1 x 10 + 0. The latter form ie far,nU~r to us and is called the 
decimal system~ The ~ormer, a&\}'9u m.ay, have assumed, is another 
number system. Do you know the name of this other system? Is it 
the only other one that exists?· How ,wolil.d eompu.tations be accomplished 
in these other schem~? You will: be abl~ to answer these and other 
questions after you have dtme: so~e research on ",Otl~el:' Number Systems". 
Suggestions: 
I 
Individual Work 
Here are two referenees to ,start your research: 
1. Aaron Bakst, Math~matics: Its Masic.'a.p_d Maste:ry, (D. Van 
Nostrand Co., Inc., N.Y.) •. J95Z. pPS 1-30. · 
2. H.R.. Cooley, D. Gans, M~ ~e and H. ,E. Wahlert, Introduction 
to Mathematics, (Houghton ·Mi:f.(l.in Co.}. 1949. pps. 52-65. 
These will be enough to begin with because each has other useful 
references at the end of the sections noted apove. Should these books 
not be avaUable, almost every history of mathematics haa some material 
on number systems other than the decimal system. 
Wol:'k out fol" yourself the tables that Mr. Bakst has included in his 
book. His work can. serve as a cbeckfor your own. 
"Other Number Sys.tems" is an exc~ent research topic for an 
English class paper. It could be written t'r.mn the point of view of 
11 The Benefits of the Decimal System When Compared to Other Numbe.r 
.. ' . 
Systems". 
T;he above subjects ar«; ~~celleltt ,ma;te-rial for talks tO b~th 
Mathemati..cs and Scie.nce Cl\tbs ia yOl¢- sclwoJ.. 
You co~d plan a·bulletin bOar'd display sh-owing how we use other 
systems in onr everyday HYing .. 
Grou;e Work 
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A field trip to an mM: (lnte~atio:q.al Bu,sine13s Machines) laboratory 
' . ' ·.~ . ·' ; -.. 
would prove iaterestfng to any group thtlf has done some r,e_search into 
other numbe'r systems:. Besides the :tts.chlation of the machines, there 
is the fact that they acc(!m1plish the{r calcu~tio:r.s in a bin;.ery-decimal 
system.. 
The group coUld plan an~bit showi.l\J·.how other number systems 
are used and their effect on ou,r p:res~nt envir~ent. One idea you 
might invest~gate is the monet~y systems ~ ·othe~ natiens. Whatever 
topics you decide to cover in the exhibit, divide them among groups. 
Let each l'll.f;ml.b~r do some original research~o:re pQOling your i~s~ 
models, and pla.IUJ for the display. 
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A previnuEJ project (7b) suggest~d that you design and draw the · 
plans for a house. H~re ~~~is'(suggeste9- that ~~·build the house--
a model one. 
. . 
The arithmetic we study gives, much ~ormation on the c;alculation 
of areas and volumes. And if w~ w'~r~ t6flJuild' a model hous·~~ we coldd 
then be in a better positi~J:l'to understand practic&l. problems that arise 
in this tdtuation that need the knowledge we gaiA ft"om arithfuetic. 
. . ·:: .,..· .· 
SoJne problems: you w~\1ld c6~"S"lde? wel!lld be: ·· the shape and area 
of the rooms necessary for them te> be. fU'D:c.tional; the volume o:( the 
'· 
house as it ~reates a heathlg pro.gl~m. 
Suggestions: 
lndividwll Work 
lt would be advisaple to build just one rbom of a model hous-e. 
Compare your model to the size of the real room it represents. How 
much glass is needed in each? How much floor space d"Qes each have? 
What is the volume of each room? Can you make the room have a smaller 
volume CU'ld stitl haV'e it.fu:nctional? Prepare a talk .for your class 
discussing the difficulties you have had to evercome. 
Prepare a poster sh.owi:ng the floor plan and having a. cardboa.:t.d model 
of the house attached. Point 1>Ut the considerations that are necessary 
for the pla.nn,er. 
Group W{)rk 
Bulld a model house froni plan~· you have drawn. Atl.swer the qu.estion 
.,..-r· ':"'. 
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mentioned above--that is• compare a.s rn~y .area!' o! your model to 
the real house. How high w~d.'the house 'be· in reali.ty? Is this answer 
... 
reasonable? After the group ha.a ~one all it .~a.rJ. with the model auction 
it off to the highest bidder. U c~tru~ted ~. it wlll.make an 
f;_.· 
excellent doll's houee for someone. Tb.e m~ey will pay for the 
material used. 
Compare the volume of automobile. engme• with their power. 
Visit the different dealers in your area to obtain the necessary 
information. Prepare a report on the material gathered and computed. 
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~ A DECK OF ALG~~ PROBLEM CARDS 
..<,-;f-
As you begin work with the symbols and :equations of mathematics 
you can easily begin a 3" x 5" {or larger) fUe card set of special 
problems. 
Set the limits yourself for the types oi. problems your collection 
will contain. Perhaps you would like to collect trick problema: 
Perhaps difficult one-s ? Perhap• un:iqu~ or special problems? Or 
any combination of these~ 
Susses tions: 
Individual Work 
The use of file cards will enable you to add to your set as tb:ne 
passes. But begin writing your cards with a pattern that is easily 
followed. A sample,· which you should alter to suit yourself, is 
ineluded. below. 
'J.' 
-~-A_i.._ Gr£1.3JX.1L _____ ~~------ ----------------
,, PICOOF" THI9 T 
.;J._S" - .Aj_£ ::: I 6 - .3 ' 
-~"'/ - Lr'o/"'f :: ''/~ - -'y., 
-'.Y~ - <14"/~ + 6 ';16 = '~1--: -'~ + 60o 
( -.s-;.., - , /~) l. .: ( ";., - ~ ) z. 
?(~ - 'l"t = ""; .z. - 9;~ 
s;.;&. = "'~!~ 
s : 4 7 __ __v-t,. "'/. = ..j-
• 
• 
Put the solutions on the back of the ca.rds. 
Group Work 
A group from the Mathematics Club could choose the 11Problem 
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of the Week" to be presented to the club. Individuals could then work 
on solutions to be presented at the following meeting. 
A "We'll Swap Problems 11 group could also be formed. To start, 
each member would contribute copies of a set number of problems 
he has collected, then for each one an individual adds to the set 
he would be given a new one for his own collection. 
A "Grab-bag" contest could be fun. From a set of new problems 
in a grab-bag each member would draw one problem. Then everyone 
would begin work at the same time. (Problems should be rated 
as to difficulty--e. g. two easy equal the work of one difficult problem.) 
If you devise a system of scoring--taking into consideration time used 
for and difficulty of solution--the contest can be run over a period of 
weeks with the winner receiving some predeterinined prize • 
-. -.- ~--·.-.' --_~-' .,.-r :'. __ ......,.. . --· 
··.:.'TT' 
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<Ja.: VOCATIONS THAT NEED MATHEMATICS 
In what vocations is mathematics needed? If ynu wanted to become 
a chemist, a.n artist, ·Or an engi.J:!:ef'r how mu«!!h mathematics would you 
have to study? Do you need to study algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
and etc.? 
You ought to find out just hf>w much mathematics is needed for the 
vocation you have chosen. Even if you have decided what your future 
work is to be or if you are undecided, why not make a survey of vocations 
and the a.tnount of mathematics required for each? 
SussestioJl.S: 
Individual Work 
To begia this survey, the pamphlet Why Stwix Math? has much 
useful·in:£ormation. Copies may be obtained by writing Dept. 2.-ll9, 
Public Relations, General Elec.tl'i<!. C9mpany, 1 River Road, Schenectady 5, 
New York. A two-penny postcard will bring this free booklet. 
An easy system for storing the information you gather would be 
to list the vocations you are interested in at the top of 3'' x 5" cards, 
file them alphabetically, then as you collect facts about each type of 
job list the material on the respective card. 
Here is a 
sample. of 
how you 
mightfUJ, 
out YOll.r. · 
cards: ' 
Group Work 
ar-~z.~.a~ 
'>,.. 
tJ.Lt -·AjjA..--<Jc-ii.vK/YPlaL£ :U·~~. 
At the end of the booklet mentioned above there are three groupings 
of jobs under the headings: 
1. These occupations need lots of Math 
2. These occupations need quite a lot of Math. 
3. These occupations need Arithmetic only. 
A group working on the survey described above could divide their 
work into those three areas. In this way, each member, working with 
fewer occupations, will have time to gather more detailed information. 
Group meetings should be planned to discuss not only the categories into 
which various types of work will fit, but also the findings of each 
member. 
To gather information it is suggested that you plan interviews 
with various workers throughout your city. These interviews can 
complement any facts you co)lect from printed material and can be 
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the only source of information about particular occupations. 
The groups completed work (on 3" x 5" cards as illustrated 
under "Individual Work") could be presented to your 'School's 
Guidance Director or any other interested department in the system • 
• 
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... 
9b: PICTURES TO SHOW GEOMETRIC IDEAS 
Buildings and con:struetions abOut us have in. their form many shapes 
of figures and lllustrations .of idea.s we ~tudy in plane geometry. 
Camera fans can take pictures of these structures. But camera fans 
are eot the oiily ones that. can have a set of pictures illustrating 
geometric theorems, for:ms, or concepts • Many popular magazines 
often have pictures which are excellent f'Or such a collection--for 
example--~. A combination from both sources would be better 
for a coUection you want to expand. 
Sussestions: 
Individual Work 
Whatever you do to collect the pictures, you: sh.ould annotate and 
fUe them .in some ordered system. In this way your collection wUl 
be able to grow as you study other branches of mathematics and 
add illustrating pictures to your set. 
If you have enough different pictures en one topic, arrange a 
bulletin board display for your mathematics classroom. 
If you can set up and take indoor photographs, you could make 
and take your own pictures--perhaps of something you would like 
to see illustrated but for which you have not found a picture. 
Group Work 
As a group you will be able to pool, s-wap and print pictures. 
If one member of the group has a dar:k roomyou could share the 
i. 
I 
cost of printing pict~res for each: member. I£ not, then the group 
might itself or with sQtne aid frOlll the school (if ~u joh.l or start 
a came:r:a club) accomplish the same results. 
Once the group ha~ individual collecti01J.S of pictures well started 
and has developed some inexpensive method for making prints-, then. 
useful collective work should begm. 
Why not begin a series of bulletin board displays covering the 
. .... .... ' : 
whole course of geometry as your school teaches it? Each board, 
of course, would cover only one topic. Mou:uting the pictuTes 01;1 
large sheets t>f ca_rdb-di.Td whi<=;h in turn al:'e hung on the bW.letine 
board wollld make the displays. usa:ble for future classes besides 
your own. 
Y-our grO\lp could first outline the whole series of boards 
describing the types of pictures and photographs needed for each 
one. Then the group would construct as many as it can. Other 
mdivfduals and groups (if you CQtnpile a written report of your ideas 
and plaa.s) can add to the collection of boards or add to your ideas 
and JJlans or do both. Any group sho~d atso suggest and carry out 
modifications of bulletin boards that. already exist. 
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Did y~u bow that 8 ~a~ ~51 Here is a. ri.Iust:rati.J,.g diagralJl. 
Note that the. dim~ions of the first Jgure pl'oduce a:n area of 64 
square units l!i:nd that the l'earrqged pt>rtitms, forming the second 
figw:-e, have an area of 65 square units. 
Figure 
1 
Figure S 
2 
8 
8 
Do yo" believe what you have aeen? Could you find the secret of 
the add•d square unit? l)id ynu draw the figure :On cardbat:!l,d, cut it 
out and arrange. the pieces u in Jigure Z.? 
U you did draw on ud cut the ·<::ardboard you have ;made a 
-,::-··,· 
,•, 
mathematical model. And there ar.:?«ther l!lodels- .. some of the same 
' - "' . : '. .;;-, ~' ' ·: ' ~ . . . 
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type as above, others that are different--made with as much ease~ 
hl.terested? 
Individual Work 
A set of models of this sort would help 'ina.ke an interesting talk 
to the Mathematics Club or to your class. Cut your models out of 
wood for ease of handling in demonstrations. 
A felt board display should prove interesting to other students. 
They could rearrange the pieces on the board al\d try to puzzle 
out the situations. 
You might offer to add the models you have made to your teacher's 
permanent collection. 
Keep each model in a separate manUa envelope for easy storage. 
:aesides, you can write the explanation for each model On its envelope • 
. Gxoup Work 
After some research in the available references, the members should 
decide the models each wUl construct. Meetings can be held where 
individuals can test their ingenuity in solving the pro'blems presented 
in models that others have constructed. 
I£ you store your m~~ls U1 separate marxlla envelopes, write a 
. . : . '\ . .:, 
report to serve as a catalogue for_ the selectit>n constructed by the 
. ' . 
group. The whole project would make an excellent present for a 
teacher ol"' !Qr an Audio,.. Visual Aids Departme~t. But remember two 
things; 1. permanent roodels: ou~ht to 'be construc;ted of wood or .some 
other durable material; z.. 'if you do-'Wa.tit, to construct permanent 
models check with the person or department you intend to present 
your work to so that you will avoid duplication. 
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9d: TABLES NOT OF WOOD 
Tables of calculati-ons are used by many people for many purposes. 
There are tables for rates of interest, for payments of insurance 
premiums, for train schedules and for roots, and squares of numbers. 
You wUllater see tables for logarithms and o~er functions as you 
study more mathematics. 
Here, however, we are interested in tables that you can prepare 
or calculate and use now. It is the purpose of this project to have you 
choose material that would be helpful to you in table form and have 
you arrange the data in that form. 
Suggestions: 
Individual Work 
A calendar i8 a table. Could you 11'\ake a wallet-size calendar 
(disc-shaped) that would last for 5 o~ '16 year a? If you c;:an, show 
it to your classmates • They may be interested in: a calendar that 
can be used for this length of time. The schooPs Mathematics Club 
should be interested in how it works. Tell them--in a prepared talk. 
Buying a camera? Write to the companies that produce them. 
Then, from the information obtained list the features of each camera 
in table form. It is easier in this way to compare the various eelections 
and choose the one you want. What other things that you buy can be 
compared in tables? What other things should you compare?· Show 
your classmates how tables ~,elp you Jnake wfse pu.,rchase.. Make a 
poster explabling haw a table helps c~are features of merchandise 
and thus helps make decisions. 
Group Work 
Let each m.ember of the group. n:l'a.ke .~'\Vallet- size 5 or 10 year 
calendar. Th~n attempt to decide on the merits o£ each. Can you 
choose one best calendar? Whether you do or not, present the 
question to your Mathematics Club. 
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What tables would help in your mathematics classes? Cube roots? 
Make up a table of cube roots for the numbers 1 to 100. Each member 
of the group should work on an equal share of the numbers. Mimeograph 
the table and distribute it tQ other mathematics students. 
Compare the magazines that are popular with your classmates. 
A table is an easy mea~s of hatidling this data. You would be interested 
in how the magazine helps you in school work and daily life. 
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lOa.: ARITHMETIC AND CIVILIZATION 
Ari.tlunetic has a necessary part in the dally life of every 
individual. It may be just tb.e act of making change after someone 
has purchased an article, o:r the counting of a few hours untU some 
event is to occur. 
Civilizations, however, have not been able to mature untU some 
establishment of :records that "-'Ould count o:r :record events and/ o:r 
transactions has taken place. Realize, i£ you will., what would 
happen to a large store if there were notset m(metary system and 
no :records of business transactions and you should have some idea 
of why cities could not grow untll 3.1'!· arithmetic developed to permit 
this growth. 
To discover how dependent our country or any civilization is on 
arithmetic is the purpose of work on this project. You may be 
interested in how arithmetic works for the rnonies of the world or 
the common elements of businesses in different countries. Or, 
you may want to know just how much arithriletic is used by a house-
wife during an average day. All or any of these points of interest 
are worth being cared for in the work of thts project. 
Sugsestions: 
Individual Work 
Choose the points of interest to you. And after research into 
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these a]!'eas, write a report. Your report need not be a formal nne-· 
it could have imagination and be creative. Titles like "Mrs. X Goes 
Without Arithmetic for a Day" Qr "Arithmetic Abolished-store 
Struggles" should give you an idea of the type of report you could write. 
Reports of this nature are go-od tx,Iaterial for Engli.tt.h as well as 
Mathematics classes. 
If your research leads you tfl ~e particular intel"est,.. .. say bookkeeping--
an exhibit or a poster would make an effective display for your classmates. 
The display would explain: in simple terms, what you feel-others should 
know of the material you have. gathered. 
Group Work 
"A Day Without Arithmetic" would make an interesting play or 
radio program •. Prepare your own ~teript after the group has decided 
what points to cover in the research. 
"Arithmetic and Civilization", a11 )l formal r..,-port, could be used· 
for an English or History term pap~r. Each member of the group would 
study how arithmetic affected the development of a specific civilization. 
At least one person should be responsible for finding the elements common 
in the growth of each civilization. 
Plan an exhibit to di8play the il;nportant fi1isUngs of yGUr report. Use 
models s-howing how old civilizations u•ed arithmetic or how people now 
use the material. 
~ ... _ · .. ._:.,;. 
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lOb: F.LATL.AN'l) 
Are you in~erested in the Fourth Dimension? Flatland J/ is an 
attempt to create for its reader a mental bnage of the Fourth Di.tnension. 
Mr. Edwin Abbott, the author, createe~ the lands of one, two and 
three dimensions which he respectively calls L!.neland, Fla:tlzmd and 
. . . . 
Spaceland. Can you imagine what type of person would Uv.e in each 
of these lands? Can you conceive of life in these limited dinlensions? 
Would you like to travel from. Flatland to Spacela:nd and then into the 
fantasy of the Fourth Dimension:? To know and do these things you 
must read the book yourself. 
Suggestions: 
Individuai Work 
If yt>u feel that other people would be interested in Flatland you 
can; 1. write a review on the book ft>r the school newspaper, z. 
prepare a written report on the novel for your English claas, 3. use 
the tale of Flatland as the subject for a talk to the Mathematics Club. 
For better l.l.Jlderstanding of what you read, anawer some of these 
questions as y()U go through the book: 
1. Is there any society or· culture that is comparable to the culture 
in Flatland? 
Z. Could you help explain Flatland to the King of the Lin eland? 
3. Could you help explain Spaceland to tb.e Square? 
}) Edwin Abbott, Flatland, (Little, Brow:n and Co.), 19Z8 
Boston University 
School o:f Education 
Library 
5Z 
4. Could you explain the Fourth Dimension. er the ••Divine Cube" 
to some other per•on? Why J'l.Ot try? 
Group York 
A playlet could be written to dramatize parts of Flatland. The group 
would write and produce an original drama. One suggeated theme is 
"A Day in the Life of a Square". 
A radio script may be easier to produce. The broadcast might 
be called "The Interview of Dr. Sphere and Dr. Cube. the MathematicianS' 
Wbo Have Just Returned From Flatland. n l! Dr~ Pyramid or any other 
solid JD.athematician is ava.Uable, he would be included in the interview. 
The whole· broadcast would be recorded -on tape for its original 
presentation and for later rebroa,dcasts. 
.• 
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lOc: A.LQEBRA.AND COLLEGE MATHEMATICS 
Has the question arisen in your mind of how the study .. :0! Algebra 
prepares you for work in mathema..tics at the college level? To what 
extent will you use Algebra in college mathematics couraea? The~e 
are questiOn.s that many of us do not have answered until we are in 
college courses. But a little time and effort on the part Q£ an individual 
or a group can produce satisfactory answers now. Why n.ot, then, work 
on this pro~lem and find the uses Algebra will have is we study 
mathematics courses beyond the b,igh school level? 
Suggestions: 
Individual Work 
There are three main sources of information that you can employ 
in an attempt to answer the questions we have raised. Th~y are: 
1. College catalogues 
Z. Col;l..ege text books 
3. College Mathematics Departnlent 
A two-pemry post card to any coij.ege or university will get for you 
any catalogue requested. The description of the mathematics courses , 
includes not only t:he requ!rements needed for the course, but also a 
brief description of the course material. 
College text books for mathematics co*ses could ealiily be obtained 
from teach~ a in your school. The pre{ace and/ or the introduction will 
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help acquaint you wttb. :the xp.~t~t,"i~. 'l;hep.Jo'?k through th~ books--
< '-: 
especially at problems that are· worked out- ... lto see how much algebra 
is used. 
Any college mathematie!J departrilent would be receptive to visitors 
who are seekin:g in:formati1:Jn. (You would obtain the namea of 
:individuals to whom you should address your letters from a catalogue.) 
Before a visit, you should submit in writing the questions you would like 
answered. For example: Could someone discuas with me the content of 
one (or more) course.&? Could s()tneone show me examples of how and 
where Algebra ill used in yQur courses? Oould I sit :in ou tme (or 
more) classes? 
Once you have gathered enough information to satisfy the· questions 
(or simUar ones) raised at the beginning of this project, you should 
prepare a rep.ort --either written or oral--for other interested students 
in your class. 
A bulletin board or a small ·exhibit could be planned attd built to 
interest other people in your !hiding•. A tnhne~~apl'led synopsis of 
your report could be distributed from either type of display. 
Gro\l"P Work 
The sources of information ducu.ssed under "Tndividw Worktt are 
to be used by the gr-oup. 
The group could then arrange a field trip for itaelf or for the whole 
class at a nearby coll.ege or unive:rsity. The group should prepare a 
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large Ust of qu~stions from which the class would choo.s,e the ones they 
want answered on the trip. 
Should it prove itnporJsible to arrange the above field trip, the group 
could invite a professor from a c'611ege to speak before the class or the 
Mathematics Club. You should meet the visitor before he comes to your 
school. Tell him the quesUons you are trying to anS"\Ver and explain the 
research you have completed. A mimeographed report covering your 
own work could be distributed before tb.e talk to th.Qse students who 
will hear the .speaker. You tnight'provide somec blank spaces within 
and I or at the end of the report for notes students may want to include 
on the talk. 
A complete pamphlet could be prepared coveriJ!lg the information 
from any research, field trips, an.d lectures the gr-oup. has aiginated. 
. •· 
You should fit the pamphlet to the objective of gi~ f~e students 
the ansW'ers t-o the problems you'investigated. Large quap.tities of the 
booklet could be produced for future distrib'\Xtion or just a-few copies 
left in the school library or in yopur rnathematics teacher's personal 
school library. 
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lOd: A RESOURCE ;pROJECT 
In the studies of ar'ithmetic, algebra and geoznetry we brush lightly 
aga.ittst matel:'ial commonly ta\lght as trigonometry. One is not to think, 
however, that mathematics is neatly cOtnpartmentalized and that we "Study 
selected chunks. No, it is rather like a tree-from the distance a beautiful 
entity in its natural splendor--and from nearby a growing uni.t of 
root, trunk, branch and leaf each contributing and draWing sustenance 
from the whole. Yet, to understand the whole we study tbie ramifications 
·~· 
of the parts. Likewise, we apeak of and study arithmetic, algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, etc. 
Here, we turn to trigonometry. It is a bl:'anch of mathematics--a 
branch we have not yet studied. And we ask some questions. What is 
• . ,11~ 
trigonometry? What projects would be. useful ~0 broaden .tmr trig-
onometric knowledge? bd thus we have raised the purpose of this 
project--to have you define trigonometry and then to create a resource 
project from which you and others will draw ideas for projects. 
Sugg e s.tions: 
Individual Work 
You must find out all you can about formal course wor~ in 
trigonometry--that is the type of material covered. Then you 
must relate this material to work, recreations, or situations that 
people might f~d thetns~ves ·in. Decide which of these relationships 
are int~resting enough for students to ·work tnt atJ projects and write 
them out. 
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A conunon. problem reia~g tG trigonometry is the tneasurement of 
inaccessible objects.. Why n!)t t.hen llave some practice by measuring 
{indirectly) the height ¢ your school? How would you IJuggest this be 
done in a project? 
You may find it more convenient to euggest projects concerning 
only a limited area: of trigonometry rather than spread your ide&aJ 
thinly over the entire body of material. 
Write yo~ suggestions for projects Ul. a set form. Use the form 
of this project .. -a l;)rief introduction followed by suggestions. 
Gro~p Work 
Divide the body of trig<m01netric;: material among the membe.rs of 
the group. Let each work on pro~cts ;related to the material allotted 
him. But cf)mp;&re and share ideas for work, to be done in these projects • 
. Keep a set form, to all th~ projects--as suggested above. 
Have one roembe:r of the group create projects for the material of 
trigonometry covered in: other courses. 
Prepare a group report. A title might be ••Suggested Project$ for 
1nf ormal and Formal Trigono;m.e.try. " 
Prepare an, ~bit designed to interest other students in the projects 
suggested in the report. 
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Ua: A SURVEY 
We are cons-tantly bcnnba'l'ded with statements like HPeople prefer 
product X by more t1ia:n 3 ~o 1, : Or '_17 out of 10 people use ••• , '' or: 
·"Most doctors advise.· •• n Have ydu ever questioned the accuracy of 
statements of this sort? Have you ever wondered how suc;h ~onclusions 
are developed? Through a survey, of course~ 
How many students in your school have paz-t-thne jobs? How 
many hours do theae stitdents wo:r:-k each week? How many students 
would like to work after scJlo-ol? What p~centag~s tn the school's 
'Students do these gl"'oups represem:? Tb:eae questions- are jWJt a few · 
that co1.1ld be answered by a survey y~u. c:Quld c~duct. 
Here is an opportunity for you to COll:duct a survey, of your own .. 
Let the_ Sur-vey a.Ild the compUatiOA of tile data p~, your project. 
Sugsestions: 
J:ndiyiduaJ. 1f' O:t'k 
Decide for yourself what q,uestion (s) you ~t ~awere~· Mimeog?aph 
student body you kave decided will be statis't.f.ca.D.y representative of tAe 
entire school. Collect the papers and cm:npile the :info:J,"mation. 'Write 
., 
a report deacribing the proceS'se8 yt>u used and the results. 
For example, you may be inte-rea~d in ~ televisicn viewing habits 
of your classmates. Some questions yt"U Jn.ight Cl;sk are: 
Do you 1;)'Wl1 a television set? yes( ) no( ) • 
About how many hours do you view pT'o.~rams each week? 
0-5{ ), 5-10( ), 10-15( ), l5 ... ZO( ), other. 
Do you watch the Grand Piano Hour? Never_, Occasionally ___ , 
Always ___ _ 
Some results of yo\U' survey might be that 45S of the student body 
own television sets, as watch television hours oi-less during the week, 
or 5~ always view the Grand Pia:n:o Hour. 
A survey could attempt to correlate material such as television 
viewing habits and school grade averages. The choice of material is 
left to you. But remember, make your questionnaire easy to. under-
stand and a.u,swer. 
The findings of your s\U'vey will make an excelleat article for your 
school newspaper. 
Posters can be made to describe th~ resUlts of your survey. Charts 
and graphs are an easy means of explaining the data you have collected. 
Group Work. 
The group should work on a survey as discussed under ~Individual Work. 
Your survey, however, wo:uld be expected to be more extensive in 
scope and to use a larger sample\PtPulation. 
In line with. the ideas suggested above, you would survey the "Movie, 
Radio, and Television Habits of Students a.t High School X." The group ia 
free to decide what ma~rial they wish to survey. 
-I 
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Explain the methods used and the :result.s obtained in ~ :repoJ;"t. 
Compare :results With other surveys that have been done. 
Discusa with the •dito:rs o£ you:r school pape:r the possibility of , 
pubUshing the ell.ti:re .. ..-or at least the majo:r portion of your ... -report. 
A puel discussion on the J;"esults of the survey should .-timula.te 
interest in the repPrt. A mim.eographed digest of the :report could 
be diattibuted not only to the all<fience of the discus-sion, but also to 
the entire student body. 
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llc. CROSS-WORD PUZZLES 
Have you ever completed a cross-word puz%l.e? Here is one--
using only equations in one unknown- -with the puzzle filled in with the 
Roman NumerU equivllants of the ans-wers. Try it~ (Next page) 
4 I 6 
-. -~ ·. 
Across 
1' 1. X/7 = 111; X=? '-..._....-
10. x 2-211X+210=0; X=l, X=? 
11. x 2 -32X+256=0; X=? 
12. X=-1; x 2 =? 
13. X= p; X=l=? 
14. x 2 -60X+459=0; X=9, X=? 
15. x 2 -22X+12l=O; X=? 
16. X= ~3; 23X=? 
20. Log10 X=l; X=? 
21. X=3Ji63 /2; 4X=? 
22. X=2Jl6 i/i; 15X=? 
25. x 3=343; X=? 
21. x-{-[- (+4~J=o; X=? 
29. ~ :=X;X=? 
30. x 2 -60X-900=0; X+l=? 
32. X=3J6'4'Z; X=? 
~ 
Down 
1. x 2 -5oX+6Z5=0; x 2+50=? 
2. xZ-222x +2321=0; X=11, X=? 
3. Log10 lOO,OOO=X; 23X=? 
4. Log10 10
10
=X; 25X=? 
5. Log10IO=X; 25X=? 
6. X2 -5X-150=0; X=-10, X=? 
7. x 2 -5X=6=0; the product of 
the roots equals ? 
8. x 0 = ? 
9. 2/3[?/i=x; X=? 
14. x 2-lOX=25=0; twice the produce 
of the roots equals ? 
16. x2 -5X-2750=0; X=? 
17. X-{- [-6)- (-(7)]] =0, X=? 
18. Log10 X=l; x
0 
=? 
19. 2X2 -41X=20=0; X=l/2, X=? 
21. x 2 -9X+18=0; the product of the 
roots and one equals ? 
23. x 2 -21X+98=0; X=7, X=? 
24. 3X2 -39X+36=0; X=l, X=? 
Z6. xZ/27 -2X/3 + 3=0; X=? 
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Z8. xZ/5 - Z6X/25 + 1/5=0; X=l/5, X=? 
31. X=lolO; Log10 X=? 
3Z. Log10 lOX=lO X=? 
~, , I 
I 
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Have fun? The above puzzle is $iven as a sample of many that ~u 
can create. It is the purpose of thi$: pl."Oject lto suggest that you make 
up cross-word puJfZles ushl.g algebra for the hints. 
SussestiOJUJ: 
Individual Work 
The above puzzle h completed with R.oman Numerals; the one given 
in projectl2c with names of mathematicians.? Your puzzles can do the 
same, 'Or have any- combination of these. You can also use numbers 
(one, two, three ••• ). 
You can combine the types o! problems in the above puzzle with 
word problems. Anything that ought to be known from your· algebra studies 
can be used--for example: 6X; 6 ia the oof X (COEFFICIENT). 
-----
Have your puzzles mimeographed. Dis-tribute them among your 
classmates or members of the Math~atics Club. See who can accurately 
complete the puzzle in the shortest time. 
G:J:"oup Work 
The group- -using variations as mentioned above- -can complete a set 
of puzzles covering the work of awhn1e course in algebra. Each puzzJ_e 
would include only problems from one cha:~e-~ (try to make similar 
problems and not copy exactly from the text). 
The work covered by the groups p~zles ntight review all the mate-rial 
of algebra th&t you have learned •. However, the suggestion of the above 
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paragraph is thought to be more practical for two reasons: 1. future 
students might attempt these puzzles before they understand the algebra 
involved and 2. for the benefit of your teacher who could use special sets 
of problems centered in one area of the material. 
The set of puzzles, when completed, can be given to the Mathematics 
Club for contests or other recreational purposes. 
Your teacher should appreciate these puzzles for students who need 
extra work in one area of the subject. Offer them to your teacher. 
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lld: SURVEYJ;l'(G INSTRUMENTS 
Man: has always h~d the desire an:d made great efforts to measure 
things in his envirt'm.tnent. We are all proud of the height of the 
Em.pi:re State ·Building and the bnunda.ries and area of lands we own. 
Yet, how are these heights, boundaries and areas detertnln.ed? This 
project is an attetnpt to introduce you to the instruments that help 
us make the measurements. 
Yes, we suggest here a study of sufveying htfiltruments. Find 
out their history-their construction-and their use. See how they apply 
our knowledge of trigonometric metb,pds. Discover which ones are 
u.sed t()day. · 
Suggestions: 
4 
Individual Work 
Sin:ee there are many iruJtrU".tneats used ill: s~veying,· why not work 
. . 
with just one? Find its hiatory ill available refer.cm.c:ea. This re:aearch 
should also give you some ins'ight into the c.on:structiOD: of a simple workin.g 
model. On.ce a model is built, you can try measuring object• around you. 
Can: you fill;d engineers or construction workers who use the 
instrument you are interested in? Visit them. Ask for a demonstration:. 
A demonstration of your model should prove interesting to your 
class. Use the demonstratiOll to high-light a report on the history of the 
instrument. 
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A well designed poster should help tell ab9U.t the bi.Story or use of 
a particular iJtstrun;xent. 
Group *rk 
Each member of the group could follow the suggestiOns given above 
in "l:il:.dividual Work". 
Two or more models of the same type should be checked against 
each other for accuracy. 
Try to choose instrum~ts that cover a wide range of uses. This 
means :that some research must be done by or for the grbup, a variety 
of instruments listed and then distributed--one to a member. 
Arrange an exhibit where each member o{your group would be 
responsible for the display of his inetrument. Compare ideas to add 
variety to the whole exhibit. 
. . 
>. 
12a: THE SLID!: It'OLE 
Workers always: try to find methods or devices to make their work. 
easier and simpler. One such device--the slide rule--has: helped many 
people whose work. involves cOl'DputatiDns. 
Have you used a slide rule? Have you seen other• use one? If not, 
you are in for a wonderful surprise. Most of them sell for from 
$.25 to $Z.5.00. The simpler ones willmultiply, divide, and extract 
roots. The more complex ones hav-e logarithmic and trigonometric 
functions besides the simpler operati-ons that can be used in 
calculatitms. This descJ:"iption 1snot complete--the rest is left 
to you • 
. The problem for this project ~s to find out what a slide rule is, 
what it does, why it works, h~ it ~s used and what are iaJ limitations. 
Sugestions: 
;I:ruij.vidual .Work 
You can: buy an inexpettsive·slide rl;l)..e and teach yourself to use it--
1. 
using the literature that comes with the purchase. Or you C&l'l make a 
slide rule that will mUltiply an~ divide. Logarithmic graph paper {strips) 
mounted ott cardboard, with the correct scale marked, will provide a 
simple device. If you can. make a large enough one out of wood, the slide 
rule caa beeOl'De .a model for the class to use~ You wollld have to 
calculate the posi1:1oa of and draw the markings. 
In any case, first read about the theories behind the workhs;gs of the 
slide rule in some convenient refe.rence. The pro.of of yoUl" understanding 
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will be the working of the ruler you make. After making the device, 
check it for accuracy. 
Write a report covering the pomts mentioned in the introduction 
of this project. · The Mathematics Club should appreciate a talk 
covering ~e material of your report. 
Blrl.ld a poster to explain the slide rule. The simple graph paper 
rulers could be distributed from t•Take One" pockets. Your poster would 
then have to explain multiplicaU,on and division with these rulers. For 
simplicity, discuss o:nly one operation with the graph paper rulers. 
Group Work 
If each member of the aro.u"P makes (or buys) the same type of 
ruler, you c41ll: hold contests..,.-giving credit for both the speed and 
accuracy of computatit)ns. 
Make a slide rule for addition,aapi S'\J.ptracij.on of algebraically signed 
numbers. Let each member of the group work on thi$ problem s·~parately--
then compare results. · 
Decide on a slide rule useful" tq pt-esent and future students, but 
·-
easy to cons~ruct. Prepare a report that includes not only uses, but 
also directions for constructing the ruler the group decides on. 
The sroqp can prepare an' exhibit showing any or all o.f these facts 
about sUde rules: different types; their history; their uses. 
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lZb: T~C. MITS 
Could you be T. c. MIT S? 
h e a n h t 
e 1 n: er 
e e 
b e 
r t 
a 
t 
e 
d 
This is not in~ded to be 
free verse, 
but rather an in.troductitm: to. 
the style t>f writing by 
I,Ulian R. Lieber, 
who, 
writing each phrase 
on a separate line 
helps people 
to read more easily 
and to enjoy 
The Educaticm: ofT. C. MITS.l/ 
Suggestions: 
Individual Work 
To help follow the gist of the mathe:,matiee involved in this book, keep 
a small loose-leaf notebook. You can later include research on any topics 
that prov.e int~resting to you. 
1/ Li]]ia:Q: and Hugh G. Lieher The Education ofT. C. Mits 
- (W. W. Norton and Co., Inc.), ll14Z, 44 
Some points you might consider are: 
1. Developing from a plane surface the solid cube, tetrahedron, 
octahedron, dodecahedrDn, and icnsahedro:n. 
z. The hourly graphing of ynur temperature for several days 
to see if any trends exist. 
3. The geometry of 30 lines and 5 points--
ABCDE 
F GH I J 
.. KLMNO 
PQRST 
UVWXY 
AIL TW 
SVEHK 
GORUD 
YCFNQ 
MPXBJ 
What are the sides of triangle AST? 
AXQOH 
RK IB Y 
JCUSL 
VTMFD 
NGEWP 
Which are the Z equai"sides of triangle ABJ? 
Find the circle with A as the center and AC. as the radius. 
Show by example that the three altitudes of a triangle 
are concurrent. 
What other theorems of plane geometry can you show by 
example in this geometry? 
Group Work 
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Each member of your group could work out the theorems for one 
chapter or topic of a plane geometry--rook--showing by example how 
many exist in the geometry of 30 lines. After the group checks the 
work of each individual, you could have all the work typed and mimeographed 
together. Now the group can present this geometry to the class or 
to the Mathematics Club. Each member of the group would talk about 
his own work and one would present an introduction. The mimeographed 
pages would be distributed to the audience to arouse their interest, 
to help your talks, and to be a record of the event. 
• 
11A Visit to the Totem Pole•• would make an interesting playlet 
or radio broadcast.. As the group writes the script- -work that can 
be done together or divided among the members of the group--
remember that you are trying to explain the aims and functions of 
mathematics. Your program should also try to answer the question 
of how the "Totem Pole., exerts a model influence on society • 
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• 
lZc: MEN OF MATHEMATICS 
The history of mathell:'latics is aa •tity itself within English 
literature. Many histories cover th.~ material with precision and 
a style that is easy to read, But Bell's Men of Mathematics 1/ 
1Z 
add~,t to a wealth of information human and personal glimpses of 
famous .:mathematicians. For your pleasure and to add to your 
knowledge in the· history of matliematics you'should read Bell's book. 
Sugs~stions 
Individual Work 
There are many pe-ople and topics covered in Bell's Men of Mathematics 
that should arouse your il:tterest for future research. 
An indexed set of cards on :mathematical topics or men (or both) 
is an easy way of storing information. If one chooses to group the 
cards by topic•, then 'ialclude those mm. wh.o. worked in th-e speeific 
field aud a amllll sketch of what each accomplished. If one decides 
to clasaify the cards by :men, then list the a~eas Gf mathematics each 
was interested in &!).d. a sketch Qf their produc*s. A sample e£ each 
system you migh use (as is or witA :rnocUficati~s) is included on 
next page. 
J:/ ~ric Temple Bell, Men of Mathematics, {Sbnon and Schuster), 1937 
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• For a check on how much material you have retaiil,eti b·om reading Bell's book, there ~ included a crossword puzzle of jus-t the names of 
famouS' -mathematicians. The clues include everything from personal 
accompUshments and books to qtt&t&tiunll of these men. 
·ft.:. ·.·. r 
·h· 
' 
. ;.>.~ 
:.a 
"' 
C~o,sword Ptiade Clues . 
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Across 
2. Develope4 a famous "cutu in the theory of,iz'!rationa,l. :n.w;nbers. 
3. Crea.t;4d .a. sh:nple, workable .-ys~~ of.symbOlic or mathematical logic. 
4. Accused Gauss of ste.al.!ng 'bJs m~c:i4(of leut squares. 
6. Made the first calculatins machine in history. 
13. ''Na.tu:.re.s great book is written in matheJD.atical symbols,.. 
14. Dichotomy, As chilies, Arrow, Stadium. 
15. Exeosition du systeme d:u mot~.de •. ·. ·. . 
16. On the Solution o£ Num~r'ical :Eguations. 
20. lfis letter to Bessel (llllpublia'hecl at the time) contained what amounts 
to the fundamental theorem of the theoz:y of alUL].ytic functions of a 
complex variable. · 
23. Geometrized physics of Riemann rekl~ed by this man. 
26 . Imported proof in.t:o maib.enia.tics. . . 
27. Originated the nineteenth ceutury movemeat knoWJt as the 
ar ithmetixation of analysis. . --
28. Demanded that the proposed postulc:lte.s for geometry ahall be 
proved to be seU-cons:istent. 
30. The inventor of logarithms. 
32. His comet was last seen in 1910. 
33. His fifth po.-tulate was a pure assumption. 
34. Perfected *he calculus. 
~ . {"011' -~· - r::=: 1. "A mathematician is one to whom .J_o- <: (lr...,. .t7r 
is as obvious as that twice two maltes four is to youu. 
2. His ld.ethod gave analytic geometry to the world. 
3. The family name of a famUy of ~Uu~nt:a.tic:!alllf. 
7. His and $ylvester's fame is in the theory of invarieuts. 
8. Cr~ated a noa-EucUdean ge01netry. 
9. His ideas place geometry in a new light- -no geometry, :no •paee 
.need be a necessary mode of hmn.aJt p~:t-ception. 
10. He ins is ted on whole number s:olutions of equati0l18 • 
U. A philoflopher .who was mis:taken i11 his conception of mathematics. 
lZ. The earth. is .in a heliocentric sy.stem. 
15. Developed .elegant properties o£ ell:i,ptic tran.cen:dents. 
17. Le Monde was his. 
18. In.vent~d 4-escl."iptive geometry. , 
19. Me:ngeulehre, theory of sets, or classes. 
21. His system of logic for fi;dte sets based the method on huma.11 experience 
¢ finite •eta. . 
22. pt~y ref~rred to him as "a labor-lovi:rl.g and truth-loving man. 11 
He was an: early astronomer. 
Z4. One Qf the ~ly workers on the Calculus. 
2.5. PriJs;cipia. 
2.7. C:ollabQrated with Gauss in electromagnetic researches. 
2.9. Unified the new and old geometries. 
31. His. melDOir on transcendental ftmctions received their just honors 
after his death. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
• 
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Group Work 
There are ma.nydramatic. ev~ itt the li~es of the math:ematicia.n,.s 
discussed in Bell's book that would. be excellent material for a play. 
The group snould first choose the event they wish to dramatize, then 
eac.h member, having been delegated a .role, should discover all he can 
about the person to be portrayed by hi.mseU. After the research is 
completed, everyone should take part in pr.oduciug the script. The 
presentatioll. of your script will depend on available material for plays, 
radio broadcasting, tape recording, etc. 
The research of each member of the gro:q;p could be written as 
a report. Separately, one might use his wt'trk as a written English 
theme. However, if each memb~ would regard his research as a 
factual biography, then all the written material combined would J:n&ke 
an interesting pamphlet (if mimeographed) to give to the audience of 
your play. Copies o£ the pamphlet could be left in the school library 
for future researchers so that the group's efforts will not be duplicated, 
but rather supplemented • 
, .•. ·· 
• 
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lZd: APP14ED P.!lOB.X..:E.MS·IN 'JRIGONOMETRY 
The extensive 118e f>f Mathel'J:lllties ia other fields &£work presents 
many opportunities for finding problems that .,:eed some knowledge of 
trigonometry for _solution. 
One project (8c) has suggested t4~ storing of all types o! pro.blems...,.,. 
related to your course material on 3'' x 5" cards. Here, we euggest 
a separate file of "Applied Trigtmometey". The file should include 
only those problems that arise in the cou:rse 1)[ -work of peeple who are 
not mathetnat.icians and -whose solution is totally or pC~rtially dependent 
on knowledge of trigonometry. 
Suggestions 
Individual Work: 
The file for project 9i wUl have listed the types of work you .-tn4,tl 
be interested in. 
If you are the first individual in: your class to work on this project, 
set up'a filing system for the cards so that others can heg~ where you 
finish •. Use the n~es of fields of work (e.g. Engineering, Chen1istry, 
Aft, etc.) for- the sub.,.headings of yow file. syste.Jn. Since the solutions 
to the problems are to be written o.n the back of the cards, you may 
find it more convenient to use cards larger. than 3" x 5". 
For fht'din.g problems in technical fields of work, books should 
prove to be valuable sourceS" of information. Interviews. with people 
I 
• 
working :in tb.e field should alsQ prove helpful. Explain to these 
people that you are interested in probl~~· thAt have arisen in their 
work and for whoae solution trigonometry was; :neceasary~ 
You may find it cO}'Wenien,t to concentrate yr>ur efforts in finding 
applicati~• in just one field of work. 
Prepare some rec:or~ of the ~o-urees of in!onnation: you find 
useful and n:ot useful. In this way, othua- who attempt this project 
will not repeat your work. 
If the fUe has already grown tlU'riugh the w1trk of others, you 
may be interested in a report on how and where one topl:C of trigont>metry 
has pr~ven useful in the business WQrld. 
Group Work 
The group sh~uld first set up a !Uin.g system as sugge!Jted in 
nln:dividual Work". If one already exists, then plan your work so tbat 
it fits into the existing system. 
Dividing the work to avtdd duplication is a aecessary 'Practice. 
Assign each member one field· in which to find applications. Orie 
member--or the whole g~oup- ... eo:rdd start dl'Vftloping a resource flle 
for sources of information. Such, a file would 41erve future workers on 
1his project with a Ust of loca.J. ·references where probl~s can be 
obtained. 
Nu.:rdbers of the group could plan talks to the class or to the 
Mathem.ii.ticfJ Club showing some aspect of the applications ...... that is 
• 
examples of how useful some part of trigonometry has becwne, 
or how certain topics have become less useful in time. 
Why not plan an exhibit showing as many ap'plicationJJ of 
trigonometl"y as possible? You could take a series of pictures 
in your community and; added to any pictures you gather from 
periodicals, create a series ef poster displays sh'Owing: 1. 
how certain fields of work use trigonometry or Z. how each 
aspect of trigonometry has been applied in various occupations. 
Problems that have l::»een accumulated in the fihi.ng system could 
be copied and dispensed as ••take one .. from the posters • 
.. ,, . 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMM.&J,tY 
The object of the 1:}1esis is to review the existing methods used 
to care for the gifted learner in secondary schoOl mathematics 
classrooms and to present original projects ~t can be used within 
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the classroom for this purpose. The objective is dual in nature: first, 
to convince secondary school mathematics teachers that these projects 
are necessary; and second, to compile a set of the projects. 
Projects of the type presented here should give the superior 
learner an exeellent opportunity: 1. to utilize his creative abilities 
and 2. to learn more mathematic$ according to his interests. There 
i:s a definite lack of this material in published literature because 
solutions to the problem of caring for the gifted atudent have tended 
to come from the larger school sys~ems where segregation and curricula 
enrichment are being attempted. 
The author presents twenty-one projects classified first by grade 
level and then by course content. They present a sample of work that 
can be attempted by superior stu.dents in each phase o£ the material of 
secondary school mathematics. They are designed sQ that they: 
1. give the student a general topi~ for research; 2. give the student 
. . . 
general ~deas for the organizatiOl} and pre'Selitation of. the lll&terial he 
: ' . 
gathers; 3. give the teacher ideas for projects to enrich courses for 
gifted children. 
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Conclusions. The author feels justified bt drawing two conclusions 
with regard to the care of ~ gif~d student in se~ondary school 
mathematics etas sroom.s.. (1) Teachers in small .echo.Q .. ls --where 
. . 
the ad.ministra~ion cannot offer acco.In;QdatiOIJ.S in the curriculum.--
will have to use projects to solve the educational problem. of the superior 
student. (2) There is a decided need for the pu~lication in professional 
literature of material organized in project form.. The present material--
too scant and general in nature--does not provide enough equipment 
for teachers to cope with this problem. We must concert our efforts 
to the conservation of ability .of gifted students in :mathematics. We 
are obliga:&d to show our superior students th1:ough the use of 
interesting projects that mathematics is worthwhUe and, thus, interest 
them in future study of the subject. 
Sussestions for Future Study. The author suggests that there be written: 
1. Literature describing the resu).ts of gifted student• s work in 
projects; 
2. Com.pUations of projects in set subject area$ such as arithmetic, 
algebra, etc. 
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